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Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

Fwd: Blog-June/23/2008 
1 message

shawn falling <shawnfall@gmail.com> Thu, May 10, 2018 at 10:56 AM
To: Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: shawn falling <shawnfall@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, May 8, 2018 at 3:51 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Blog-June/23/2008 
To: Federalstudentloan@gmail.com 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "shawn falling" <shawnfall@gmail.com> 
Date: Jun 23, 2008 4:21 PM 
Subject: Blog-June/23/2008 
To: <shawnfall@gmail.com> 
Cc:  
 
Dear Fellow Michigan Taxpayers
 
I mentioned on yesterday's blog's how Post Office Money order's were stolen in Ann Arbor/why I a friend of the victim of torture hid them their was
because Money has been a extremely big threat and asset to the perpetrator's...
Fellow Michigan Taxpayers I know when you begin to here a story that it if the story is to long/too detailed people can lose intrest/the novelty of the
story begin's to were out people lose intrest/these blogs Im pasting are very neccessary/for many reason's /the main 1 is the perpettrator's are very
nervous about exposure and as a result of this tool they are behaving just as covertly but more cautiously which may buy the victim time/see in this
situation tey have sppinned the victim in the effect's of torture and in circumstance's tey deliberatly created to hinder her ability to reach out for
help(Money)Stealing her money pr positioning the victim into having to go thru her check fast(Your probably saying how could that be) Well because
of how the detail's need to be presented those fact's have to be presented in a sequential/timely/prudent way or the perpetrator's will claim they have a
reason to approach her thru recogonition of thier method and a police report that was made and since this has to be handled in a way were her identity
need's to be kept secret for know so she has the freedom to present this to the public her way/the method need's to be disclosed and the right time in
time/in which when that happen's you will see in hinesight exactly why.See we are dealing with people who deliberatly intentionally with complete
malice of forethought repeatedly tortured a Learning Disabled Woman/she not only has had to deal with tat and it's effect's but also the intimidation
and harrassment of government agencie's including Local PD's along her route of routine's in effort's of concealing this crime and cover up.THese
individual/and government agencie's are tactically conferencing to acheive this directive of containment thier collective thought is the same do what
you have to do to cover this up.
Due to the late hour of this and the way of how I want to present the next blog I will blog again tommorrow and the next day.
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they will be detailed blog's with copy's of email's illustrating connection's between old pattern's of there's and dating back to early 2007/2008 and what
they just pulled in Ann Arbor/Folk's I hope you keep this 1 piece of information in mind/the torture happened in Dearborn Mi/so they pick Ann Arbor to
manuver the victim into staged incident's were the police are inevidedibly called,and they play te theater out any way they choose to spin her and it's
matter of resulting record pertaing to te staged event/this is predicted in notarization,s also before this last incident.What they did by stealing the
Money Order's was they waited until I left to stael them 1 of the covert behavior's steeming from their method's of hindering the victim's ability to
sustain herself independently and to limit her option's in having the money on hand that is need to prepare the campaighn she mentioned she was
going to start on July 4th 2008 in Lansing/in which that is posted on a previous blog that is still on this forum/that blog was copied and pasted into a
email account and will be repasted tommorrow which will clearly show it was stateed the campaighn will begin on July 4th this statement was made
before they stole her money in hopes' of preventing the preperation of the campaighn.
 
 


